PLATEAU
Elevates Outdoor Seating
#SOCIAL #SIMPLE #SMART #SUSTAINABLE

PLATEAU
The vision

I had a vision - a pretty big one back in 2016.
It was clear and simple: to redesign elements of urban space in
terms of social interaction, usability, sustainability, and materials,
and to top it all, integration of technology to improve lives of
people in urban environments.
In collaboration with Holscher Design, completely new products
were created, all based on the same DNA and philosophy with a
simple but distinctive design.
The PLATEAU family is a reality. My dream came true.

Ib Mogensen
Founder & CEO
out-sider a/s

HOLSCHER DESIGN
Holscher Design is one of Scandinavia’s most recognized, and award-winning design studios, with more than 25 years of experience.
out-sider’s collaboration with Holscher Design began with a competition concerning the development of radical new table/bench set
for public spaces, and Holscher’s winning proposal – PLATEAU – was chosen. The design has iconic and graphic qualities, while being a
coherent, innovative piece of furniture with many seats – inviting people to interact with each other. Holscher's intention was to create a
product family, and we now welcome the new family members.
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PLATEAU

Social, Simple, Smart, Sustainable

PLATEAU FAMILY
#177 PICNIC L

#177 PICNIC I

#203 PICNIC ROUND

#207 PICNIC STREET

#206 PICNIC DUO

#195 SEAT

#195 SEAT B-F

#192 BENCH

#194 WALL-BENCH
#193 PLINTH

#202 CITY CHAIR

#205 TABLE ROUND

#177 PICNIC O

PLATEAU takes a new, modern approach to urban seating. While inviting
people to socialize in flexible ways, this Scandinavian design fits into any type
of architecture with its soft, human shapes and clean, nordic color palette.
Designed, cut and crafted from one piece of long-lasting paper based HPL
(compact laminate made of 65% surplus wood), PLATEAU family is a
timeless, sustainable solution to urban seating.
With the smart functionality of PLATEAU Sun-Hub, people can work, stay
charged, connected, or enjoy music with solar powered light in the dark.
PLATEAU — Elevates Outdoor Seating!

#189 SUNHUB

#197 BACKREST

#196 SIDE TABLE FOR BENCH/PLINTH
#200 SIDE TABLE FOR SEATS

#202 ARMREST CHAIR

#326 POINT SUN

ACCESSORIES
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PLATEAU

Made from 65% surplus Norwegian wood

Surplus material - compact laminate
With sustainability in mind, our compact laminate (HPL) panels
are made from 65% surplus wood from saw-mills in Norway, all
of which are FSC® and PEFC approved.

is produced in compliance with internationally applicable rules

For our compact laminate products, we use 50 sheets of paper
to create a 12 mm panel. The paper sheets are compressed with a
binder to seal the material, making it waterproof, termite resistant,
and easy to clean. The seal also makes it one of the most resistant

for sustainable forestry.

materials to bacteria.

We source the raw materials from vendors certified according to the
standards FSC® or PEFC. These standards ensure that the wood

It is highly UV- and weather-resistant, with solid mechanical quality
and durability. Plateau’s materials require no maintenance other than
soap and water. The HPL panels have a smooth surface, pleasant to
the touch – in winter it’s not cold, and in summer it’s not scalding hot.
HPL comes in a variety of colour options.

The PLATEAU series is built for longevity.
From the factory, product lifetime is
estimated for up to 50 years.
The material is originally developed as exterior cladding for
buildings, and exhibits impressive outdoor performance.
The panel is robust, has a sleek, exclusive look.

Surplus wood

Paper sheets & HPL panel

Cleaning HPL

Finished result

After its service cycle has ended, the panel can be disposed of
thermally without harmful emissions or toxins. Our panels
are also Greenguard and REACH certified, as it does not
emit harmful toxins or gasses during its lifetime, and as such,
it is suitable for indoor use as well.
The frame is made of galvanized steel further emphasizing
Plateau’s robustness, while preserving an elegant and clean look.
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PICNIC O

PICNIC O

The picnic table that seats more

#NEWURBANCLASSIC #INVITINGSHAPE #COLOUR #SOCIALIZE
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Plateau O rethinks tradition! A graphic design expression
and appealing picnic table with an encircling bench makes
up this spacious piece of outdoor furniture, shaped for
socialization and inclusion. This new urban classic has room
for 10-12 people and comes in different models to ensure
easy access and fulfill the needs of all kinds of users
(e.g. wheelchair access, see Plateau I).
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PICNIC L + I

PICNIC L + I
Easy access for all

#MANYSEATS #INVITINGSHAPE #DANISHDESIGN #EASYACCESS
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A graphic design expression and appealing picnic table with an
encircling bench makes up this spacious piece of outdoor furniture,
shaped for socialization and inclusion. Plateau L models' design has
an improved sense of inclusion around the entire picnic table.
It offers two extra, ‘floating’ seats and flexible access, and seats 8-10
people. Plateau I model is designed with a clear purpose; to ensure
easy access and fulfill the needs of all-aged users, including elderly
and wheelchair users. It seats 6-8 people. Both models can be
extended with backrest.
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PICNIC ROUND

PICNIC ROUND
Join the party!

#LIMITLESSDESIGN #INVITINGSHAPE #COLOUR #EASYACCESS
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Get together around the round Plateau Picnic! This picnic
table invites everyone to the party and seats four to six
people. Plateau Picnic Round is simple, limitless design,
and smart functionalities such as easy access, space for
a wheelchair, and the option of placing a light, parasol or
similar in the middle of the table.
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PICNIC STREET

PICNIC STREET
Less space, room for more

#OPTIMIZINGSPACE #URBANDESIGN #SOCIAL #MODERNLIVING
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Need to seat six people, while optimizing the space? Plateau Picnic
Street is born urban and designed for modern living – new ways
working, new ways of coming together! It is easy to fit in and easy to
access with its slim design and organic, rounded ends. Plateau Picnic
Street is slim and crafted with a cool one-flow frame consisting of
a continuous steel tube that completes the design in a thrilling, yet
simple shape. Plateau Picnic Street allows you to mount a light source
at the end.
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#“

PICNIC DUO

PICNIC DUO
The single design for two

#MEETINGPOINT #SLIMDESIGN #ONEFLOWFRAME #HPL
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Looking for one, single design to fit in two people? Plateau Picnic
Duo is the intimate member of the Plateau family. It is flexible in
use as an informal work spot or simply a cozy meeting point for
two. Plateau Picnic Duo is slim and crafted with a cool one-flow
frame consisting of a continuous steel tube that completes the
design in a thrilling, yet simple shape.
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BENCH

BENCH

Stretching the space and the functionality

#RETHINKINGTRADITION #URBANDESIGN #SIDETABLE #SPACEFORMANY
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Building on the original design of Plateau Picnic with its graphic
design expression and appeal, Plateau Bench stretches over 2,8
meters, offering room for more (5-6 people), seated in a row, or
flexibility to group together at each end. The Plateau Bench is
suitable for all age groups, and as an option, you can mount one
or two of the matching Plateau side-tables, adding even more
functionality.
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PLINTH + WALL BENCH

PLINTH + WALL BENCH
Don’t just have a seat, socialize!

#RETHINKINGTRADITION #URBANDESIGN #SIDETABLE #SPACEFORMANY
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Plateau Plinth and Wall Bench rethinks tradition! A graphic design
expression and appealing seating solution, modern, yet strongly
rooted in the Scandinavian design tradition. The thought-through
rounded ends empower conversation across the entire group
of people – excluding no one – whether that being 5-6 people
seated in a row, or a smaller group at each end of the furniture.
You can mount one or two matching Plateau side-tables, adding
even more functionality. Standing or mounted on a wall.
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SEAT B-F

SEAT B-F

Have a seat, anywhere

#SOCIAL #URBANDESIGN #EXTENDEDSEATING #SLIM
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Plateau Seat is a bench/seat boiled into the simplest possible
shape! Easy to fit in – and easy to access – with its slim design
and organic, rounded ends, it creates a pleasant contrast in the
often square, urban structures and spaces. Plateau Seats comes
in various lengths seating two to four people, with or without an
integrated, smart table or light source, and offers endless lineup
and fixation options.
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SEAT

SEAT

Have a seat, anywhere

#INVITINGPEOPLE #ADD-ONSEATS #EASY #SLIM
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Plateau Seat is changing and extending the seating
opportunities in the urban space by taking advantage of
the existing architecture. These graphically designed seating
spots offer endless seating possibilities on existing staircases,
concrete plinths, etc. Furthermore, you have the option add
Plateau side tables. With the different lengths and colors, you
can create an inviting environment.
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CITY CHAIR

CITY CHAIR

An urban classic is born

#URBANCLASSIC #DANISHDESIGN #FLEXIBLE #SOCIALIZE
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Experience complete flexibility with Plateau City Chair!
Designed to seat one person, and ideal for setting up
endless formations, inviting more people to socialize
together in multiple ways. Create a cozy space for two,
connect the chairs together in a straight row, an arch or
snake to fit your space, and customize with logo and
brand name.
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TABLE

TABLE

One circle, four seats

Keep it simple! Plateau Table Round is an essential
member of the Plateau outdoor furniture family. With a
strong, less-is-more design with thought-through round
shapes, it offers a perfect fit with four Plateau City Chairs.

#SOCIAL #OUTDOOR #COLOUR #LESS IS MORE
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POINT SUN

POINT SUN
Light up the darkness

#CO2NEUTRAL #SOLARPOWER #AMBIENTLIGHT #SUSTAINABLE
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Add light to Plateau by changing the steel discs with Point
Sun. Ambient and reading light in the evening with no
cables and no installation required. Point Sun is 100% solar
powered, resistant to weather conditions, intelligently
controlled and CO2-neutral.
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SUNHUB
is 100% solar-powered, weather-resistant, intelligently
controlled and CO2 neutral. It allows you to listen to
music via Bluetooth and built-in speakers, charge your
phone with cable or wireless and turn on the table's light
in the evening.

QI wireless charging

DISPLAY charging indicator

SUNHUB

Power to the people

#SOCIAL #SOLARPOWER #SMART #SUSTAINABLE
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SUNHUB
Sunhub elevates Plateau Picnic to another level. SunHub
adds a third ‘plateau’ to the furniture, enabling new technical
features and new application possibilities. With SunHub, Plateau
Picnic becomes more than just a piece of furniture, it becomes
a social ‘hub’.
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DIMENSIONS

ViZU TOOL

Download 2D + 3D drawings at www.out-sider.dk

Have fun and create your own design online using ViZU - our 3d vizualisation tool

#177 PICNIC O

#177 PICNIC I

#177 PICNIC L
2730

2730

2460

1830

1830

#207 PICNIC STREET

#203 PICNIC ROUND

1020

630

730

#195 SEAT

#206 PICNIC DUO

1250/1800

1830

830

Ø1850

#195 SEAT B-F

Ø270

1250
900 / 1250 / 1800
350

1250

1450

900 / 1250 / 1800
350

Ø270

#192 BENCH

#193 PLINTH
#194 WALL-BENCH

#202 CITY CHAIR

550
860

350

#205 TABLE ROUND

410
570

350
710

2750

Ø420

Ø1000

2750
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CUSTOMIZATION
Customize your own PLATEAU

COLOURS
The colours complement both classic and modern architecture and landscaping design. Colourize your project with PLATEAU!

TERRACOTTA #25 RAL 3016

CORTEN #23 RAL 8011
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OLIVE #18 RAL 6013

STEEL BLUE #5 RAL 5024

CAVE #22 RAL 7043

COSTUMIZED EXAMPLES

STANDARD COLOURS

GOLDEN YELLOW #26 RAL 1018

CUSTOMIZED VISUALISATION

CUSTOMIZED VISUALISATION

CUSTOMIZED VISUALISATION
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LOCATIONS

REFERENCES

out-sider and Plateau are represented in several countries...

...Plateau in a great variety of outdoor spaces - in cities, at universities, school areas, and parks
#177 Plateau L

#“

Royal Holloway University of London, UK

#177 Plateau O
Sundby Sailing Club, Copenhagen, DK
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#177 Plateau O

#“

Gasoline Grill, Copenhagen, DK

#“

#177 Plateau O
Marasi Drive, the Business Bay, Dubai, UAE

#177 Plateau O

#“

Athénée Royale Rochefort, BE

#“
#“

#203 Plateau Picnic Round

#“

Carlsberg City, Copenhagen, DK
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DENMARK & SWEDEN
out-sider a/s
www.out-sider.dk

SWITZERLAND
GTSM Magglingen AG
www.gtsm.ch

NORWAY
Wesp as
www.wesp.no

UK & IRELAND
Artform Urban Furniture Ltd.
www.artformurban.co.uk

FINLAND
Vitreo Oy
www.vitreo.fi

SLOVENIA
CONA PLUS D.O.O
www.conaplus.si

GERMANY & AUSTRIA
UNION - FreiraumMobiliar
Eisen-Jäger Kiel GmbH
www.union-freiraum.de

CZECH REPUBLIC
mmcité a.s.
www.mmcite.com
mmcité represents out-sider
in these countries:
Poland
Hungary
Romania
Slovakia

THE NETHERLANDS
Tjinco bv
www.tjinco.nl
BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG
PANACHE B.V.B.A
www.panache-straatmeubilair.be
FRANCE
Concept Urbain
www.concepturbain.com

out-sider a/s
Kigkurren 8A
Islands Brygge
2300 Copenhagen S
Denmark
out-sider.dk
hello@out-sider.dk
+45 77 343 341

USA
mmcité 7 LLC
www.mmcite.com
UAE
axendo
www.axendo.me

